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STAINLESS STEEL CLIP ON COLORED BODY
This model has captured the hearts of many buyers for the last 6 years, it is unique in that it is a modern 
electronic item that has stayed exactly the same for so long...... now that is popularity.

The Ever 
Popular  Swivel 

Drive

Flash Drive Choices
Your one price fits all flash drive collection for 2012

Reference UDF305

Comes in many standard colors 
and can for a small extra fee have 
the body pantone matched. 
Clips are silver as standard and 
again for a small extra fee can be 
black, gold and other colors.
Print area 1 inch x .45

Standard Pantone 
colors above



Eco Drives ECO 
Drives with 

100% recycled 
plastic cases and 

RoHS parts

Each flash drive saves 
many trees in reducing 
the need to print 
documents. Now they 
just got even more ECO 
Friendly with these new 
exciting trendy styles. 
With great branding 
areas and vibrant colors 
all made in 100% 
recycled plastic.

What happens with old 
electronic items 
eventually? With all our 
ECO drives the final 
destination is less of a 
problem for the 
environment because we 
only use RoHS standard 
internal components.
RoHS is the Restriction of 
Hazardous Substances 
and this means no Lead 
in the solder of the 
circuit boards and no 
toxic dyes or lead or 
restricted heavy metals 
used in any part.
In short they are as 
Green as we can make 
them.

You can use the recycle symbol or not it’s your choice.
Note Lanyard is optional extra.

UDF305-B

UDF330

Print area 1.25 x .5 inches



Body can be pantone matched

Body can be pantone matched Various colored Trim available

UDF315

UDF316

UDF359

Branding area 1.2 x .5 inches

Branding area 1.0 x .5 inches

Branding area 1.0 x .5 inches

Can Be soft feel rubber finish

Can Be soft feel rubber finish

All drives shown are 50 pieces minimum order and can 
come in memory sizes from 128MB, 256MB, 512MB, 
1GB, 2GB, 4GB, 8GB, 16GB to a whopping 32GB.
They can have lanyards or keychains as optional extras.

For Further information please ask your distributor now.

More Popular Drives


